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Narrator:

Rex Jones had a cell phone that sent him on amazing
adventures. He was in science class with his friends Dave
and Carl when the phone buzzed.

Rex:

It’s time to go on an adventure!

Narrator:

Rex pressed the EXPLORE button on his phone and all three of
them vanished. In a flash, they found themselves on a spaceship.

Dave:			

Where are we?

Carl: 			

It looks like a spaceship!

Rex: 			

Yeah, but what are we doing here?

Narrator:			

Just then, the computer said something in a robotic voice.

Computer Voice:

Planet Earth is at war with several alien armies.

Narrator:			

Dave saw something outside the ship.

Dave:			

What is that?

Computer Voice:

That is a Roltan spaceship.

Rex: 			

They must be one of the armies that are at war with Earth!

Carl: 			

We have to save Earth!

Narrator:			

The computer printed out a description of the Roltans. It said that
the Roltans were only four inches tall.

Carl: 			

They shouldn’t be too hard to beat.

Computer Voice:

They are small but dangerous.

Narrator:			

The boys saw a flash of red light come from the Roltan 			
spaceship. It was a laser attack!

Rex: 			

Hold on!
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Narrator:			

The whole ship shook from the laser blast.

Carl: 			

Ahhh!

Dave:			
		
Narrator:			

Ahhh!

Rex: 			

It’s time to fight back, guys!

Dave:			

What can we do? We don’t know how to work this spaceship.

Carl: 			

Yeah. What if we push the wrong button? We could blow
ourselves up!

Rex:				

Don’t worry, boys. I know what I’m doing

Narrator:			

Rex was worried. He didn’t know what he was doing.

Carl: 			

Maybe we should pull these levers that say ‘Fire.’

Rex:				

Good idea, Carl!

Narrator:			

The boys pulled the levers and shot a laser at the Roltan 			
spaceship.

Dave:			

Where did they go?

Rex:				

I think we scared them off!

Narrator:			

For few seconds, it was quiet. Then the boys heard the Roltan 		
spaceship.

Dave:			

They’re above us!

Carl:

Look out!

			

There was another laser blast from the Roltan ship. The force of
the attack threw the boys to the ground.

Narrator:			

As the Roltan ship got closer, the boys looked around the control
panel, trying to figure out what to do.

Rex:				

Let’s try pulling this joystick.
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Dave:			

Do you know what you are doing?

Rex: 		

I have no idea.

Narrator:

Will Rex, Dave, and Carl figure out how to stop the Roltan’s
spaceship? Read on and find out what will happen in Alien Attack.

THE END

